All Airstream models are completely self-contained so that living conveniences are available whether or not your trailer is hooked up to a source of electricity and water and a sewer outlet. All Airstream models may be ordered in the Land Yacht series or the International Land Yacht series. The Land Yacht series comes equipped with automatic water system (including Univolt marine water pump and 50-gallon polyethylene water tank); Univolt electrical system to provide power at all times to all interior lights and fans (in addition to the 110-volt wiring for convenience outlets); built-in 105 ampere 12-volt battery; a battery charger with protective inherent voltage regulator; back-up lights; two 7-gallon gas bottles; a sealed unit space heater with circulating fan and heater ducts; combination gas/electric refrigerator; 6-gallon gas water heater; a modern bathroom; marine-type toilet; two 12-volt outlets; TV jacks; and polyethylene holding tanks for the toilet and wash water. The International Land Yacht series provides still a greater degree of comfort, convenience and luxury with the additional features of: Solardome; water purifier with individual faucet; automatic gas regulator; entrance light; central control system; stove exhaust fan; bath exhaust fan; living area exhaust fan; digital clock; bedspreads; and sink covers with cutting boards. The 28-foot Ambassador and 31-foot Sovereign of the Road models are available with either side or front lounges in the living room at no extra charge. The 28-foot double bed Ambassador model and all 31-foot Sovereign of the Road models may have installed the optional "L" front lounges at extra charge. All models, except the 23-foot Safari and 25-foot Caravanner, may have a front dinette installed at extra charge. Front room cocktail chairs and microwave ovens as pictured in the models are optional at extra charge. All hitch weights and total weights quoted are for the standard models, fully equipped, ready for delivery...as verified by the Transportation Research Center of Ohio. Not included is the weight of water or butane or personal belongings carried in the trailer. Optional equipment installed on and in the trailer also contributes weight. As examples: An air conditioner weighs 157 lbs.; a TV antenna weighs 8 lbs.; an entertainment center weighs 20 lbs.; etc.

THE 1978 AIRSTREAM FLEET OFFERS YOU 10 EXCITING MODELS TO GIVE YOU TOTAL TRAVEL PLEASURE!

23 FT. SAFARI
Double bed model with side lounge shown with optional front room divider curtain.
Hitch Wt. 500 lbs.
Total Wt. 3905 lbs.
(Also available with front lounge)

25 FT. CARAVANNER
Salon model
Hitch Wt. 580 lbs.
Total Wt. 4380 lbs.
25 FT. TRADE WIND
Twin bed model
Hitch Wt. 670 lbs.
Total Wt. 4005 lbs.

25 FT. TRADE WIND
Double bed model
Hitch Wt. 610 lbs.
Total Wt. 3975 lbs.
(Also available with fixed 48" double bed in bedroom).

28 FT. AMBASSADOR
Twin bed model with side lounge in living room.
Hitch Wt. 550 lbs.
Total Wt. 4630 lbs.

28 FT. AMBASSADOR
Double bed model with front lounge in living room.
Hitch Wt. 575 lbs.
Total Wt. 4690 lbs.
(Also available with fixed 48" double bed in bedroom).
31 FT. SOVEREIGN OF THE ROAD
REAR BATH
Twin bed model with front lounge in living room.
Hitch Wt. 555 Ibs.
Total Wt. 4780 Ibs.

31 FT. SOVEREIGN OF THE ROAD
REAR BATH
Double bed model with optional "L" lounges in living room.
Hitch Wt. 580 Ibs.
Total Wt. 4850 Ibs.
(Also available with fixed 48" double bed in bedroom)

31 FT. SOVEREIGN OF THE ROAD
CENTER BATH
Twin bed model with optional "L" lounges in living room.
Hitch Wt. 545 Ibs.
Total Wt. 4810 lbs.

31 FT. SOVEREIGN OF THE ROAD
CENTER BATH
Double bed model with side lounges in living room.
Hitch Wt. 545 Ibs.
Total Wt. 4800 lbs.
(Also available with pull-out lounge in bedroom)